6.4 Change Owner Address by Lienholder Transaction
Transaction Purpose: The Change Owner Address by Lienholder transaction is originated by the
lienholder to let the state know that the owner's address has changed.
Transaction Message Flow Diagram:

LU Message:

Origin Processing Requirements: The lienholder must provide, at a minimum:
• VIN
• Lienholder ID
• Owner Name
• New Owner Address
Destination Processing Requirements: The state motor vehicle titling agency
verifies that data received are valid. If invalid data are found in any field, the LU
message is returned with an error block attached. The state also searches its
database for a match. If no match is found, the state returns the LU message
with an error block attached.
If all data are valid and a match is found, the state researches the change and
takes action to change its database to reflect the new owner address (outside of
the scope of the ELT application).

Processing Notes: Block 34/2 or block 34/3 must contain the owner's new address (one of these blocks
is mandatory).
Block 34/5 can be used to contain the old address.
CA Message:

Origin Processing Requirements: Once the state motor vehicle titling agency
edits all the data on the LU message and finds all data to be valid, it sends the
CA message to confirm receipt of the LU message.
Destination Processing Requirements: Receipt of the CA message ends the
responsibility of the lienholder in the change owner address by lienholder
transaction.

Processing Notes: The CA message is a general confirmation message for individual response mode and
is sent in response to any of the following messages: LA, LB, LE, LI, LJ, LU, LK, LL, LG, or LV.
When any of the messages listed above is received, the recipient verifies that data on the inbound
messages are valid. If so, the CA is returned to the initiator. If not, the original message is returned to
the initiator with an error message attached. One CA message should be returned to the initiator for
every valid initiating message received. Receipt of the CA message ends the responsibility of the
initiator in each of the listed transactions.

